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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
I John 4:18: "There is no fear in love; but perfect love casteth out fear: because
fear hath torment. He that feareth is not made perfect in love."
Heb 13:6: "So that we may boldly say, The Lord is my helper, and I will not fear
what man shall do unto me."
II Timothy 1:7: "For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of
love, and of a sound mind."
Prayer
James 5:16: "Confess your faults one to another, and pray one for another, that
ye may be healed. The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much."
Jeremiah 32:26-27 ¶ Then came the word of the LORD unto Jeremiah, saying,
Behold, I am the LORD, the God of all flesh: is there any thing too hard for me?
Psalm 66:18: "If I regard iniquity in my heart, the Lord will not hear me"
Psalm 19:12-14: "Who can understand his errors? cleanse thou me from secret
faults. Keep back thy servant also from presumptuous sins; let them not have
dominion over me: then shall I be upright, and I shall be innocent from the great
transgression. Let the words of my mouth, and the meditation of my heart, be
acceptable in thy sight, O LORD, my strength, and my redeemer."
Overcoming, Protection, Meekness, Answered Prayer, Faith, Fear of the Lord
_Imprecatory Prayers & Hope – Dr. Scott Johnson – 00.mp3
_The Keys To Answered Prayer – Dr. Scott Johnson – 00.mp3

The CIA has agents "on the ground" in Libya
NEWS BRIEF: "CIA operatives on ground in Libya", The Washington Post, March
30, 2011

"The CIA has sent small teams of operatives into Libya after the agency‟s station in the
capital was forced to close ... The agency‟s precise role in Libya is unclear. Intelligence
experts said the CIA would have sent officials to make contact with the opposition and
assess the strength and needs of the rebel forces battling Libyan leader Moammar
Gadhafi in the event President Barack Obama decided to arm them."
Given the reality that this Libyan war is part of the creation of the Club of Rome
reorganization plan of the late 1960's and that the strategy being employed is
"The Pentagon's New Map", you can discount the gist of the article, above, in the
Washington Post. The only information we need to pay attention to is the line, "The CIA
has sent small teams of operatives into Libya ..."
From the beginning of the
"popular protest movements" in
Morocco and Tunisia, Cutting
Edge has been saying that this
massive effort is coordinated
by the Global Elite for the
express purpose of creating
Regional Government #7 of the
Club of Rome Plan.
Therefore, it only makes sense
that the American CIA would
be heavily involved in this
operation. During my years at
the US Army Intelligence, I
learned that the "iceberg
principle" most often applies to
situations like this, i.e., when you see a tip sticking up above the water line, you know
there is a huge mountain right below the surface.
This Establishment news agency has provided the "tip of the iceberg" by telling us that
the CIA has agents on the ground in Libya and that they are involved in the operation of
this war.
The reality is that the "popular protest movements" all throughout this region have been
created and are now being guided, by the CIA.
In fact, the CIA has likely been operating within Libya for a long time now.
NEWS BRIEF: "Secret Illegal War Of Aggression Has Been Raging In Libya For
Weeks", InfoWars, March 31, 2011
"The corporate mainstream media has just caught up to the reality of the situation in
Libya that we have been reporting for weeks. Before any no fly zones, NATO
involvement or UN resolutions, US and British intelligence and special forces were on
the ground inside Libya, coordinating the uprising against Gaddafi and waging a covert
war. Last night‟s revelation that Obama signed a secret presidential finding weeks ago
authorizing the CIA to supply weapons and assistance to Libyan rebels, is just the tip of
the iceberg."
"a full month ago, US special forces had already arrived in Libya to train anti-Gaddafi
rebels in preparation for a western-backed coup d‟état ... British and French “defense

advisors” also arrived at the same time to set up training bases in the rebel-controlled
eastern region of the country."
This author blames Western aggression in Libya to a greed for oil; however, this belief
constitutes simplistic Conservative "Conventional Wisdom", which is wrong as often as
simplistic Liberal "Conventional Wisdom". The reality is much more believable and
exciting. Libya lies in the midst of a geographical area known in the Club of Rome Plan
as "Northern Africa and the Middle East", Nation #7.
This aggression against Libya is designed to destabilize the entire region, sweeping it of
resistant strongmen dictators, so Regional Government #7 can be finally established.
And, of course, when the Club of Rome Plan is fully implemented, it shall fulfill Daniel
7:7-8 precisely.
Dan 7:7 After this I saw in the night visions, and behold a fourth beast, dreadful
and terrible, and strong exceedingly; and it had great iron teeth: it devoured and
brake in pieces, and stamped the residue with the feet of it: and it [was] diverse
from all the beasts that [were] before it; and it had ten horns. Dan 7:8 I
considered the horns, and, behold, there came up among them another little horn,
before whom there were three of the first horns plucked up by the roots: and,
behold, in this horn [were] eyes like the eyes of man, and a mouth speaking great
things.
Dan 7:23 ¶ Thus he said, The fourth beast shall be the fourth kingdom upon earth,
which shall be diverse from all kingdoms, and shall devour the whole earth, and
shall tread it down, and break it in pieces. Dan 7:24 And the ten horns out of
this kingdom [are] ten kings [that] shall arise: and another shall rise after them;
and he shall be diverse from the first, and he shall subdue three kings.
Therefore, we can only wait to see exactly how this plays out and according to what
timetable. Remember, all leaders on both sides are simply following a script:
"Their script is now written .. The stage itself ... is almost ready. Down in the pit, the
subterranean orchestra is already tuning up ... the main actors ... have already taken up
their roles. Soon it will be time for them to come on stage, ready for the curtain to rise.
The time for action will have come." [Lemesurier, "The Armageddon Script", p. 252]
Everyone -- both Obama and Gaddafi -- are simply following their prepared script.
http://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/newsalert.htm
ABSOLUTELY SHOCKING! What Was Predicted 3 Years Ago is NOW HERE!
A Listener Writes: Scott as soon as I saw the trouble in Egypt and Libya I was very
suspicious, it seemed to engineered, then I came across this video and things took
focus, have a quick look it's only short. I think it appears that Obama is setting up his
own puppet show in those places and behind this is an attempt to draw the enemies of
Israel together, could this be the precursor to the prophecy of Gog and Magog?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zSAW4YTZAwY&feature=uploademail
From: Julie V
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2011 11:03 PM
Subject: Prayer Priority, Prayer Priority!!
Dear Prayer Partners
We have just received word from Israel that a war with Hamas (Gaza

Strip) and possibly Hezbollah (Lebanon) is very likely after Israeli
Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu said Thursday during a visit to
Prague: "Attacks on Israeli children cross a red line. Those who carry
out such attacks should know that their blood is on their heads." The PM was
commenting on the continuing barrage of rockets being fired from the
Gaza Strip at communities in southern Israel.
Please bring the nation of Israel before the Lord in prayer during this
critical time, as well as Peter's Tskahira's intended ministry trip to
Perth on May 6-7.
In His Grip with Courage
Savage missile blitz from Gaza sends a million Israelis to shelters

Before dawn Saturday, April 9, Hamas inflicted its heaviest missile blitz yet on southern
Israel. - acting now on guidelines from the Lebanese Hizballah. More than a dozen
heavy Grad missiles were aimed at seven Israeli cities injuring 10 civilians. One
exploded in the sand dunes of Palmahim, aimed at Israel's nuclear research reactor
at Nahal Soreq.
More than 60 Hamas and Jihad Islami mortar shells and missiles hit Israeli towns,
villages and farms on the Israeli side of the Gaza border Friday April 8 and injured a
civilian. This heightened Israeli fury over Hamas's attack on a school bus Thursday,
April 7, using a sophisticated Cornet anti-tank missile for the first time. A 16-year old
boy was critically wounded. This attack was followed by 50 Palestinian rockets and
mortar rounds, a blitz which had not abated by Friday night despite constant
Israeli counteraction.
A less obvious motive behind the mounting violence is Hamas is trying to establish new
rules for the conflict on advice and directives coming from its Lebanese ally, Hizballah,
to step up its barrage on Israel by 25 percent. The IDF is forced to respond to the
resulting escalation in kind.

Our intelligence sources report that Hamas was advised by Hizballah to blitz Israel into
relinquishing the 500-meter deep security strip the IDF established inside the Gaza
border. Hizballah leaders are telling Hamas they should be able to bring their
forward and firing positions right up to the Israeli border, a convenience enjoyed
by HIzballah on the Lebanese-Israeli frontier ever since 2000 when Israel quit
southern Lebanon.
Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu said Thursday during a visit to
Prague: Attacks on children cross a red line. Those who carry out such attacks
should know that their blood is on their heads."
On the other side of the ledger, the new rulers of Egypt are in the process of
unraveling Hosni Mubarak's peace relations with Israel and engaging in
rapprochement with the Gaza and Damascus centers of the two radical
Palestinian organizations.
http://www.israelifrontline.com/2011/04/savage-missile-blitz-from-gaza-sends.html?amp
Over shadowed by this attack and the ongoing warfare between the HAMAS terrorists
and Israel was another Islamic-inspired massacre of innocents inside a school that saw
nearly a dozen children shot to death in cold blood and the wounding of 15 others
between the ages of 9 and 14-years old . The school was not in Israel, but in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil. The Islamic Jihad-inspired assailant was a 24-year old former student at
the Tasso de Silveira School who gained admittance to the school by posing as
someone who intended to give a motivational talk to the students. Instead of a
motivational talk the terrorist pulled two hand guns and promptly began his slaughter.
Brazil is not unique or a place where Islamic terror of either the Sunni or Shiite variety
should be seen as uncommon or an exceptional circumstance. All non-Muslims are fair
game in this war no matter where they live or the language they speak. In fact, the
threat of Islamic terror coming out of Brazil, as well as several other South and Central
American nations, is the subject of the recent Brazilian news magazine Veja report.
According the to the Israeli newspaper Ha‟aretz account of the Veja report members of
multiple terrorist organizations, including HAMAS, Hezbollah and Al Qaeda, have been
holed-up but still quite active in Brazil planning to bring their jihad to places other than
Brazil. Places like Israel, no doubt, and the United States are firmly within their
declarations of jihad. http://homelandsecurityus.com/
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The wicked fruit of Muslim Multiculturism

A video exclusive from CBN correspondent Dale Hurd vividly illustrates the cultural
clash that is occurring throughout Europe between those who want to preserve a
Constitutional form of governance and those who want to replace it with Sharia Law.
France, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands and Britain today… America
tomorrow?
If it can happen there, it can happen here.
These are fanatics and once they have the numbers they would want to impose their
beliefs and religious practises on everyone. They would not hesitate to destroy, kill, or
use any foul means in taking over everything not belonging to them by force. If your are
not one of them as you are about to watch...they are a law unto themselves !
Watch: Http://www.youtube.com/embed/A3YQANdvvbY
Only 14, Bangladeshi girl charged with adultery was lashed to death by Muslims
By Farid Ahmed and Moni Basu, CNN--March 29, 2011
Shariatpur, Bangladesh (CNN) -- Hena Akhter's last words to her mother proclaimed
her innocence. But it was too late to save the 14-year-old girl.
Her fellow villagers in Bangladesh's Shariatpur district had already passed harsh
judgment on her. Guilty, they said, of having an affair with a married man. The imam
from the local mosque ordered the fatwa, or religious ruling, and the punishment:
101 lashes delivered swiftly, deliberately in public.
Hena dropped after 70.
Bloodied and bruised, she was taken to hospital, where she died a week later.
Amazingly, an initial autopsy report cited no injuries and deemed her death a
suicide. Hena's family insisted her body be exhumed. They wanted the world to know
what really happened to their daughter.
Hena was the youngest of five children born to Darbesh Khan, a day laborer, and his
wife. They shared a hut made from corrugated tin and decaying wood and led a simple
life that was suddenly marred a year ago with the return of Hena's cousin Mahbub
Khan.
Khan came back to Shariatpur from a stint working in Malaysia. His son was Hena's age
and the two were in seventh grade together.
Khan eyed Hena and began harassing her on her way to school and back, said Hena's
father. He complained to the elders who run the village about his nephew, three times
Hena's age.
The elders admonished Khan and ordered him to pay $1,000 in fines to Hena's family.
Many months later on a winter night, as Hena's sister Alya told it, Hena was walking
from her room to an outdoor toilet when Khan gagged her with cloth, forced her behind
nearby shrubbery and beat and raped her.
Hena struggled to escape, Alya told CNN. Khan's wife heard Hena's muffled screams
and when she found Hena with her husband, she dragged the teenage girl back to her
hut, beat her and trampled her on the floor.

The next day, the village elders met to discuss the case at Khan's house. The imam
pronounced his fatwa. Khan and Hena were found guilty of an illicit relationship.
Her punishment under sharia or Islamic law was 101 lashes; his 201.
Khan managed to escape after the first few lashes.
Darbesh Khan and his wife had no choice but to mind the imam's order. They watched
as the whip broke the skin of their youngest child and she fell unconscious to the
ground.
MSNBC Contributor: "Burning a Koran is 'Much' Worse than Burning a Bible"
Watch:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9KOnsHYwkqw&feature=player_embedded#at=56
Florida Judge orders Muslims to follow Sharia law!
In Tampa, Florida, a dispute arose over who controls the funds a mosque
received in 2008 from an eminent domain proceeding.
Former trustees of the mosque are claiming in court they have the right to the
funds. Current mosque leaders are disputing that claim.
The current mosque leaders want the case decided according to secular, Florida
civil law, and their attorney has been vigorously arguing the case accordingly.
The former trustees of the mosque want the case decided according to sharia
law.
The judge recently ruled ―This case will proceed under Ecclesiastical Islamic
law,‖ (sharia law), ―pursuant to the Qur‘an.‖
You can read the judge‘s ruling here.
So a group of Muslim leaders—the CURRENT mosque leaders—who do NOT want
to be subject to sharia law, are being compelled to do so by an American judge!
This is reminiscent of the 2009 New Jersey case, where a Muslim woman sought
a restraining order, in civil court, against her Muslim husband, who was raping
her several times a day. The judge denied the restraining order because, in his
opinion, the husband did not commit a crime because he was following his
Islamic beliefs.
In the New Jersey case, and now in this recent case in Tampa, Muslims found
themselves being subjected to sharia law against their will.

Watch: Muslim Student Association Pledge of Allegiance: Jihad is my spirit..I will
die to establish Islam

Losing Our Sons Trailer
Announcing the upcoming release of "Losing our Sons," a documentary film
investigation into the first successful homegrown Islamist terrorist attack on American
soil. This is the story of a young African-American man from Memphis who converted to
radical Islam, went to Yemen for terrorism training, and came back to murder a young
Army soldier in Little Rock, Arkansas.
Watch: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tv0hdD5k57Q
Arab Festival 2010: Response to Mayor of Dearborn
Watch from 3:22: Arab Festival 2010: Dearborn Police Defending Islam against
the Constitution
Christians in Ethiopia told 'convert to Islam, leave city or face death'
http://www.wnd.com/
Officials in the south Ethiopian city of Besheno are looking the other way as Muslim
mobs in the city put death threats on the doors of Christian villagers, according to
organizations that work in the area.
The door-mounted death threats are only the latest incidents in a series of acts of
intimidation that include taking away church property, beating evangelists and killing
family members.
International Christian Concern's Jonathan Racho says the list of violent acts against
Christians is growing.
"Christians in the southern Ethiopian city of Besheno are being harassed and physically
abused after Muslims posted notices on the doors of the Christian homes, warning the
Christians that they had to convert to Islam, leave the city or face death," Racho stated.
"This is a very serious threat against Christians where the majority in this city are
Muslims," Racho added.
"There are approximately 30 evangelical Christians living in that city," Racho explained.
"The rest have moved away."
The number of Christians in Besheno sounds small, but there used to be more.
"A Christian evangelist remains in critical condition after Muslims attacked him and
about 100 Muslims attacked another group of Christians, injuring Christian leaders. The
Christian leaders were on their way to negotiate for peace with Muslim leaders,"
Racho adds that the remaining Christians in the city have no place to worship.
"Local officials appeared with guns and said they can't come to the church. They
even can't bury their dead because there's no cemetery for Christians," Racho
commented.

"The local officials denied them. When a Christian girl died, the mother was
forced to take her for burial to a cemetery in a city that was 20 miles from the city
of Besheno," Racho added.
Racho explains that the significant detail is that the persecution is done with the
apparent approval of local government.
"It's very heartbreaking because Ethiopia is a Christian majority country," Racho
observed. "But there are places in Ethiopia where there are cities with Muslim
majorities."
"When Muslims are in the majority, they persecute Christians," Racho added.
"The Christian majority is why we want to highlight this situation. We hope the central
government, the federal government, will rectify the situation by taking legal action
against all the Muslims who have persecuted Christians," Racho stated.
"This is why we're asking people to call the Ethiopian Embassy in Washington, D.C.
Racho adds that pressure from the national government is probably the only way to get
Muslim local officials to stop the persecution.
Plan for Foreign Troop Deployment in the U.S.
April 1, 2011--Douglas J. Hagmann--On 31 March 2011, this author spoke with a law
enforcement officer who is a deputy chief of a police force situated in the northeast
portion of the U.S. Due to its strategic location, this police agency and this officer in
particular routinely interacts with federal agencies, including but not limited U.S.
Customs and Border Protection (CBP) and U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE). He's been a law enforcement officer for over 20 years and was assigned to
participate in a number of federal operations at the request of the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) shortly after it was created. Since then, he has been tasked
to work with the above agencies, among others, for various periods. As a result, he has
become friends with several agents, including one who attends his church.
I initiated the contact and directed him to the article on your website, Alert from Law
Enforcement Officer, dated 28 March 2011. As I contacted at work, he did not have the
time to talk or review the article, but promised to contact me from home after his shift. I
received a call from him at approximately 1900 hours on this date, and was not
prepared for what he told me.
First, he stated that once he became involved with the federal agencies, he underwent
an initial and very extensive six-(6) week training course that was "classified." He was
not even permitted to tell his wife or family where he was going for training, and would
not disclose the location to me except to say that I would be familiar with it. Once he
arrived at this facility, he was permitted one telephone call per week home to his wife,

which he was told was being "monitored on both ends." He described the training as
paramilitary in nature, with particular focus on urban "combat," house to house searches
and the disarmament of "hostiles and civilians." He was provided with military issued
equipment not used by police departments. At the time, he did not think too much about
it given the attacks of 9/11 and the threats he was told existed inside the U.S.
Following his successful completion of that training, he underwent additional training of
a more "technological" nature that included the use of military weapons and specialized
weapons to disburse crowds. He stated that some of that equipment was dispatched to
Pittsburgh, PA in advance of the September 2009 G-20 summit. He stated that although
only one or two of these "special weapons" were actually used, they had lethal weapons
designed for use against crowds stored in tractor trailers nearby. The trailers were
actually leased by a federal agency and indigenous to the Western Pennsylvania area,
while the trailers were unmarked and operated by federal agents capable of driving the
rigs. Based on their appearance, no one looked twice at the tractor trailers. Some
agents even joked afterward that the media was broadcasting within "spitting distance"
of the trailers, and if "they knew what was inside they all would have nervous
breakdowns."
It was in early 2009, prior to that event, that this source began to notice an upsurge in
what he described as foreign "SWAT swaps" in federally led training. He described this
as an influx of military troops from foreign counties, particularly Russia, training along
with American police in these sessions that had grown more frequent. He confirmed that
Iraqis were also part of the exercises, although noted that troops from other UN
countries were also represented. At first, the numbers were relatively low, but they
ranks of “foreigners” began to swell in late 2009 to such an extent that U.S. LEOs were
outnumbered.
In mid 2010, he said that there was one training session where one of the Russians
actually was the commander in parts of the drills involving urban warfare and handing
"armed domestic resistance," causing alarm among some of the U.S. LEOs. It should
be noted that those who objected were immediately scrubbed from the exercises. That
scrubbing seemed to take care of further complaints as word among U.S. personnel
spread to future training.
Additionally, this source confirmed that "contract employers," including Xe Services
(formerly Blackwater) were present at these training sessions, observing and actively
recruiting officers (usually younger officers with prior military experience). Some LEOs
were approached and offered very lucrative contracts in countries now in the news for
the outbreaks of violence. Although he was not approached, it was not uncommon for
anywhere between 3-6 trainees per class to accept such offers, rumored to be valued
well in excess of $100,000.00 plus "expenses." These contracts were reported to be for
12-18 month periods. According to what he learned from a higher source, some
selected LEOs and those who were hired as contract employees were selected as
candidates to carry out "Lethal Finding" orders, which is an order directly from the U.S.
President to conduct "hostile renditions" and even assassinations of enemies,

“including in the U.S. if necessary.” Although “Lethal Findings” are not uncommon
for operatives of the CIA operating in foreign countries, he stated that he found it very
odd to indicate the possibility of domestic use.
Consistent with your article, many of the Russian and Iraqis originated from Canada,
where they are currently stationed. He added that he began to feel that the exercises
were not meant for overseas details, but for asset allocation on U.S. soil. His
suspicions were all but confirmed during a debriefing when the commander of one of
the exercises asked if anyone in the class had any misgivings about 'real-world'
deployment within the U.S. if ordered by the president" to counter social unrest."
[Emphasis mine]
Not one hand went up.
Additional: According to this source, an "asset scrub of an unprecedented scale" was
conducted by the Central Intelligence Agency immediately after Barack Hussein Obama
gained control over the agency through various appointments. Many of the most
valuable agents stationed in key positions in north Africa were replaced.
Douglas J. Hagmann
Northeast Intelligence Network
www.HomelandSecurityUS.com
http://www.stevequayle.com/News.alert/11_Global/110401.alert.foreign.troops.html
Obama Gives Thumbs-Up to Mass Amnesty Push
President Goes to El Salvador and Promises New Amnesty for Illegal Aliens
President Obama used his Central American trip last week to ease concerns there that
anyone in the U.S. illegally would be sent home.
After all, the president says he hoped to legalize their status. That's right. Pres. Obama
is about to renew his drive for an illegal alien amnesty.
I do not exaggerate. Here's the exact quote from USA Today's online blog of March 22:
A Salvadoran reporter asks about economic development in Latin America and the
immigration issue.
Obama says he supports "comprehensive immigration reform" that will strengthen
the American borders while giving existing illegal aliens "a pathway to get right by
the law." Adds that the only way to solve the immigration problem is with a "broad
comprehensive reform," including economic development in Central America.
"The politics of this are difficult," Obama adds, but he expressed confidence it
could get done.
Federal Agents Told to Reduce Border Arrests, Arizona Sheriff Says
April 2, 2011 at 9:50am—AP--An Arizona sheriff says U.S. Border Patrol officials have
repeatedly told him they have been ordered to reduce -- at times even stop -- arrests of
illegal immigrants caught trying to cross the U.S. border.
Cochise County Sheriff Larry Dever told FoxNews.com that a supervisor with the U.S.
Border Patrol told him as recently as this month that the federal agency‟s office on

Arizona's southern border was under orders to keep apprehension numbers down
during specific reporting time periods.
Dever said in an interview with FoxNews.com. “He said, „I had to go back to my guys
and tell them not to catch anybody, that their job is to chase people away. … They
were not to catch anyone, arrest anyone....”
Dever said his recent conversation with the Border Patrol supervisor was the latest in a
series of communications on the subject that he has had with various federal agents
over the last two years. Dever said he plans to relay the substance of these
conversations when he testifies under oath next month before the Senate Committee on
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs.
Read more: http://www.foxnews.com/us/2011/04/01/exclusive-federal-agents-told-...
ARIZONA RANCHER DEFENDING HIS PROPERTY ORDERED TO PAY $87,000 TO
ILLEGAL ALIENS
John G. Winder, The Cypress Times Published 02/09/2011
The U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals has upheld a lower court verdict ordering U.S.
citizen and Arizona rancher (property owner) to pay damages of $87,000 for holding
a group of illegal aliens at gunpoint back in 2004. On his own property. In
defense of his own home.
Picture this. You own your own place. Worked hard to get it. You‘re a rancher in
Arizona, or Texas, or New Mexico or any place in the USA and then people start
coming onto your property without your permission. We used to call that
trespassing. We used to consider it a big deal. Like the sovereignty of our
nation.
These people come onto your property at a growing rate. More and more of them
day in and day out invade your property. Then they start vandalizing your
property. They break into your home. They steal. They kill your livestock. You
ask authorities for help. They don‘t.
So you start rounding these people up at gunpoint and holding them until law
enforcement can arrive. You turn them over to the law.
We used to call that good citizenship.
For 10-years you wage a campaign to turn an ever-growing tide of these same people –
which some call undocumented migrants - from traipsing all over your property, killing
your livestock, stealing your truck and breaking and entering your home.
Then one day you round up 16 of these “migrants.” You hold them at gunpoint. You
have your dog with you and tell these 16 people that if they try to escape, you‟ll turn the
dog loose on them or shoot them.
We used to call people like this heroes!
Roger Barnett, 64, did just that back in 2004 after battling against illegal aliens who
used his private property – his ranch – his home - as a gateway into the United States,
and along the way killed his cattle, vandalized his personal property and broke into his
home.
So, fast forward and involve the U.S. Justice System, get some attorneys into the mix
and an organization that defends the rights of whomever and then what you have is a
travesty of justice. You have an official declaration that up is down and down is up and
that we now live in Bizarro World.

Barnett has been ordered, and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals has upheld the
order, to pay those illegal aliens who were in this nation illegally, in Arizona
illegally and on Mr. Barnett‘s property illegally, $87,000 in damages.
But wait, there‘s more Bizarro to come.
A civil trial continues because the 16 people who entered this country illegally,
entered the state of Arizona illegally and were illegally trespassing on Mr.
Barnett‘s ranch, are suing HIM for $32 million dollars.
Why?
Civil Rights Violations
Infliction of emotional stress
Actual and Punitive damages
Along with Barnett the 16 illegal aliens are also suing Mr. Barnett‘s wife, his
brother, and just for grins, the Sheriff of Cochise County, Arizona.
The MSM, which continually refers to the 16 as “immigrants,” says they are being
defended by the Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund.
But there not Mexican Americans, unless we‟ve now automatically extended the title
"American" to them the same we have automatically extended the term “immigrant” to
them. Is that all it takes to be called an American now? Just show up. Stand on the soil
and you‟re in.
Since 1998, Barnett says he has rounded up over 12,000 illegal aliens on his
personal private property and turned them over to local law enforcement or Border
Patrol Agents.
Barnett said back in 2002 in a Washington Times interview that he began rounding up
illegal immigrants after they started to vandalize his property. He said the immigrants
tore up water pumps, killed calves, destroyed fences and gates, stole trucks and broke
into his home.
“Some of his cattle died from ingesting the plastic bottles left behind by the immigrants,"
he said, adding that he installed a faucet on an 8,000-gallon water tank so the
immigrants would stop damaging the tank to get water.
Oh this guy Barnett is pure evil, EVIL!
“Mr. Barnett said some of the ranch´s established immigrant trails were littered
with trash 10 inches deep, including human waste, used toilet paper, soiled
diapers, cigarette packs, clothes, backpacks, empty 1-gallon water bottles,
chewing-gum wrappers and aluminum foil - which supposedly is used to pack the
drugs the immigrant smugglers give their ‗clients‘ to keep them running.
He said he carried a pistol during his searches for the immigrants and had a rifle in his
truck „for protection‟ against immigrant and drug smugglers, who often are armed.
A large part of the motivation for establishing the Declaration of Independence, the
Constitution, and the Bill of Rights was to ensure that the property rights of U.S. Citizens
would be protected. We hold these rights dear. Correction, we used to hold these
rights dear.
Now I suppose we ought to labor under the assumption that we really have no property
rights. In fact, those who enter our country illegally and trample on the sovereignty of
our nation and the sanctity of our own homes seem to have the rights.
We must use the politically correct term when referring to these interlopers; they are
“immigrants” not “illegals.”

We must give up all of our constitutionally guaranteed rights and allow our property to
be subject to any violation imaginable lest we offend.
We cannot stand. If we do, we‟re held liable by the courts which are supposed to mete
out justice.
http://www.thecypresstimes.com/article/News/Opinion_Editorial/ARIZONA_RANCHER_
DEFENDING_HIS_PROPERTY_ORDERED_TO_PAY_87000_TO_ILLEGAL_ALIENS/
40167

